Abstract: Distributed arithmetic (DA) brings area and power benefits to digital designs relevant to the Internet-of-Things. Therefore, new error resilient techniques for DA computation are urgently required to improve robustness against the process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations. This paper proposes a new in-situ timing error prevention technique to mitigate the impact of variations in DA circuits by providing a guardband for significant (most significant bit) computations. This guardband is initially achieved by modifying the sign extension block and carefully gate-sizing. Therefore, least significant bit (LSB) computation can correspond to the critical path, and timing error can be tolerated at the cost of acceptable accuracy loss. Our approach is demonstrated on a 16-tap finite impulse respons (FIR) filter using the 65 nm CMOS process and the simulation results show that this design can still maintain high-accuracy performance without worst case timing margin, and achieve up to 32% power savings by voltage scaling when the worst case margin is considered with only 9% area overhead.
Introduction
In recent years, much attention has been placed on Internet-of-Things (IoT) technologies [1, 2] , which is expected to bring benefits to numerous application areas including industrial wireless sensor node systems, and healthcare systems manufacturing. Specifically, an IoT network is created by integrating smart sensors onto a multitude of devices that share their data with other devices. Small-size sensors are needed to be installed in a multitude of places with cost-efficient hardware devices capable of performing Digital Signal Processing (DSP) using extremely low levels of energy [3, 4] .
Among state-of-the-art circuit techniques, distributed arithmetic has been widely used in the area-efficient and low-cost signal processing applications for convolution [5, 6] , transforms [7, 8] and filtering [9, 10] . Besides, DA-based architecture is also exploited as an excellent technique for implementing approximate computing [11] , which has recently emerged as a promising approach to the energy-efficient design of IoT-related systems [12] . With the drastic scaling of CMOS technology, the design of a robust system is becoming a major concern [13] [14] [15] . There are still few approaches that can specifically solve the reliability issue on DA circuits, although DA is commonly regarded as a promising technique in current very-large-scale integration (VLSI) design. In Khairy's work [16] , a novel N-modular redundancy (NMR) algorithm based on the maximum a posteriori (MAP) and the statistics of output bit-failure rate was proposed to tolerate faults. However, it is not cost-efficient in terms of hardware implementation. Ting et al. proposed an approximate distribute arithmetic architecture to improve the robustness at the cost of computation accuracy [17] , which clock-gates the whole system when the timing error is predicted. If the circuit suffers from serious process 2 of 12 variation or ageing effects, the circuit performance would be shaped drastically, as only N 2 -bit effective computations remains for an N-bit arithmetic.
As for the conventional circuits, a large number of error resilient techniques [18] have been proposed to solve this reliability issue, such as algorithmic noise tolerance (ANT) [19] , noise reduction unit (NRU) [20] , RAZOR [21] , and adaptive latency technique [22] [23] [24] . Among them, adaptive latency technique is a very popular fault tolerant technique which addresses device variability by tuning architectural latencies. In Choi's work [22] , a novel FIR filter synthesis technique based on common-subexpression-elimination (CSE) algorithm is proposed where the fact that not all filter coefficients are equally important to obtain a "reasonably accurate" computation results are exploited. In this design, the critical paths of the computations involving the important coefficients are constrained to take a fixed number of adders while the later computational steps compute only the less important coefficient outputs. In this case, only the less important outputs are affected by process variation and voltage scaling. However, this approach does not provide an inherent error-detection mechanism and only works in the CSE-based circuit. ARM research group proposed a new error-resilient approach called path delay shaping (PDS) [23] , where the critical paths are ensured to correspond to a group of least significant bit (LSB) result registers by using modified carry-merge adder and device sizing. While PDS is limited with choice of arithmetic unit, only those have minimum delay difference between the LSB and most significant bit (MSB) path would be suitable, such as Kogge-Stone adder. If the same idea is demonstrated on conventional carry-save adder tree or ripple adder, the circuit overhead would be considerable. In [24] , Tiwari et al. transferred the time slack of the faster stages to the slow ones by skewing clock arrival times to latching elements in a pipeline processor. Therefore, timing violations due to process variations in one stage can be prevented by borrowing some extra time from another stage.
In this paper, the idea of adaptive latency computation is exploited on the distribute arithmetic for the first time. An error-resilient approach is proposed to bound the magnitude of timing errors with the presence of timing violations and demonstrated on a 16-tap FIR filter using 65-nm complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows a brief review about distributed arithmetic based computation. Section 3 describes the principle of the proposed error-resilient approaches and VLSI implementation. The corresponding simulation results are analysed in Section 4, and Section 5 summarizes and concludes the paper.
MSB-First Distributed Arithmetic (DA) Computation
Distributed arithmetic (DA) computes the inner product of two vectors (one of which is a constant) in parallel, that is a bit-serial operation in nature. The main advantage of DA computation is that no multiply operations are required, which are replaced by precomputed look-up tables. The DA-based multiplication and accumulation (MAC) can be expressed as:
where x k and y k represent the input and output data respectively. If we consider that each input data is an N-bit two's complement binary number and can be represented as:
where b ki is the ith bit of the input data x k . Accordingly, b k0 and b k(N−1) are the least significant bit and most significant bit (sign bit) respectively. Substituting Equation (1) in Equation (2):
If we replace the term in brackets by
The MAC operation can be represented by Equation (5), which shows the ith intermediate result of a MSB-first DA operation in terms of hardware implementation, the bit-serial input data b 0i , b 1i , b 2i , ..., b ki , is used to form the look-up tables address and the data of filter coefficients h k are stored on look-up tables. When the DA computation is implemented MSB first, it performs stochastically monotonic successive approximation characteristic. In other words, each successive intermediate value is closer to the final value in a probabilistic sense. Figure 1 shows a detailed example of a DA computation. This structure consists of a look-up table with 16 × N bits, each of the look-up table entries has corresponding registers storing input data, which are repackaged to form the memory address, most significant bit (MSB) first. The low right shows a sign extension block and 2N − 1-bit accumulator. The N-bit data fetched from the look-up table is scaled to 2N − 1-bit with N − 1-bit sign extension. The accumulation register adds two times of its previous value to the current look-up table contents every clock cycle. The signal T s is activated when the read-only memory (ROM) is addressed by the first bit of input data (sign). In this case, the adder subtracts the current ROM contents from the accumulator state. After N clock cycles, the 2N-bit computation result is generated. As the DA computation is realized using the same arithmetic unit in each clock cycle, delay imbalance of the DA circuit is very close, which significantly differs from the conventional arithmetic circuits. Figure 2 shows the results of a static timing analysis. The longest and fastest path delay for each cycle is almost same and the difference between the mean path delay is very tiny. 
Proposed Variation-Aware DA Computation
The above observations show us that the DA circuit consumes various clock cycles to generate the result bit in order and the corresponding critical path in each cycle has a very small delay difference. Based on this characteristic, we propose to trade a small amount of area overheads to increase the difference between the critical (corresponds to the LSB computation) and other paths, thereby bounding the magnitude of timing errors with the presence of variations.
Dynamic Sign Extension
The proposed approach relies on achieving a small guard-band between the critical path delay in the different clock cycles, this is firstly realized by modification of the sign extension block. As described in Section 2, the sign extension block is used to scale the N-bit data to 2N − 1-bit for the further shift accumulation. Since the 2N − 1-bit shift accumulation involves significant path delay every clock cycle, the delay difference is negligible in the conventional DA design. In order to create the expected delay imbalance, a dynamic sign extension block is proposed.
It can be found that only one increment bit is generated at each stage of the accumulation. Hence, there is no need to implement 2N − 1-bit accumulation every cycle. If the bit-width of the accumulate operation can be extended in sequence, the redundant additions can be avoided. To better illustrate, the accumulator circuit for an 8-bit DA computation can be seen in Figure 3 . In the first cycle, the 8-bit ROM content is subtracted from zero and the result is stored in the registers, while the correct results would be acquired by a 15-bit addition in the eighth cycle. The VLSI implementation of the proposed DA circuit can be seen in Figure 4 . A log 2 N-bit counter is used to record the cycle order, the counter signals b 0 , b 1 , ..., b log 2 N are fed into a decoder block in parallel to generate an N − 1-bit output signal named select. The logic function of the proposed decoder can be realized by several combinational logic gates and clearly illustrated by an 8-bit case study as shown in Table 1 . Each bit of the signal select is connected to an individual AND gate respectively, while another input of theses gates is the sign bit of the current lookup-table content. Therefore, the signal select can activate the extended sign bit during each clock cycle, until the final cycle, the fetched data would be scaled to 2N − 1-bit. 
The modification in the circuit block alter the path delay distribution, the critical path delay increases linearly along with the cycle order, as shown in Figure 5 . The largest delay difference can reach up to 0.78 ns, which is nearly a 31% reduction. 
Synthesis for Further Altering Path Delay Distribution
In the previous section, we proposed a dynamic sign extension block to create the delay imbalance. The next step is to further alter the path delay distribution at the synthesis level. The main idea is to replace some of the ripple adders by faster alternatives, such as carry-lookahead adders (CLA) and to realize the least area overhead by downsizing the rest ripple adders.
Assume an 8-bit DA circuit is required to have an 8 × m-bit multiplication accuracy. In such a case, any bit errors occurring on the most significant m bits of the result, due to the variability, are considered to be unacceptable. We denote the most significant m bits as MSB m−1:0 . We then give MSB m−1 and MSB 0 as the most and the least significant bits of MSB m−1:0 , respectively. As the errors are generally caused by the timing violations, a preset timing margin (e.g. n% of the current circuit delay) can be applied to compensate for the possible timing variations. We propose a synthesis method, presented in Algorithm 1, to ensure a desired accuracy for a DA circuit, considering the possible variations. Specifically, a required circuit delay (D req ) is firstly computed based on the maximum delay that may cause timing violations, and the preset timing margin, n%. As has been described, a longer signal path is constructed for the computation of a less significant bit, allowing that the results of the more significant bits take the precedence to be produced. In this way, if the arrival time of MSB 0 is not greater than D req , we can conclude that the arrival times of all bits of MSB m−1:0 are not greater than D req , and thus have more than n% timing margin. For this reason, we only evaluate the arrival time of MSB 0 , denoted as t, in the following steps. The optimization process is initiated if t is larger than the required delay, D req . Two phases are included in the optimization process: adder replacement and gate downsizing.
Algorithm 1 Synthesis for accuracy specification
Require: the arrival times of MSB m−1:0 have more than n% timing margin;
procedure SYN During the adder replacement phase, the ripple adder located at the critical path arriving at MSB 0 are replaced by a CLA. A ripple adder consists of number of 1-bit adders and we denote all 1-bit adders of a ripple adder as Adder. Here we partially replace the ripple adder to find the design with the least area increase satisfying D req . Thus, the optimization starts by replacing the least number of the 1-bit adders. In this case, we assume the least number of the 1-bit adders that can be replaced by a CLA is two, while it could be different based on the minimum length of a CLA provided in a library. Afterwards, the arrival time of MSB 0 on the replaced critical path is checked: if t is still larger than D req , the number of i is increased, indicating more 1-bit adders would be replaced by a CLA. The above steps are repeated until t becomes less than or equal to D req , which suggests the arrival times of all bits of MSB m−1:0 have more than n% timing margins.
By replacing the ripple adders with CLAs, the overall area of the circuit is increased. The area overhead can be reduced by downsizing some gates that do not affect the circuit accuracy. For instance, according to Figure 6 , a 15-bit accumulator is required for an 8-bit computation, where m full adders are inactive when computing the most significant 8 − m bits. In such a case, these m adders can be downsized while the circuit can still at least obtain an 8 × m-bit accuracy. Thus, during the gate downsizing phase, we firstly identify the inactive gates based the given accuracy specification. We denote G inactive as all gates that do not affect the result of MSB m−1:0 . The gates of G inactive are then replaced by those having the same functions but smaller dimensions. Accordingly, the path delay distribution can be modified with the synthesis approach, example cases with m = 4 and m = 6 are presented in Figure 7 . 
Case Study: FIR Filter VLSI Implementation
As mentioned in the previous section, the proposed approach can improve circuit robustness against timing errors at the cost of hardware area. To demonstrate this, the proposed architecture was applied on a digital FIR filter. This design is synthesized using the Synopsys Design Compiler with the ST 65 nm CMOS process.
We Because the simulation results of power consumption and computation accuracy are dependent on the input samples and the coefficients, random stimulus is implemented over the full input dynamic range. The power consumption savings in our proposed FIR filter are shown in Figure 9 under different circumstances of slow-slow (SS), typical-typical (TT), fast-fast (FF) corners, and −40 • C, 25 • C, 125 • C. Compared with the TT process corner, 25 • C, and 1.2 V supply voltage, the proposed approach achieves 21%, 18%, and 15% power savings for best (SS corner, −40 • C), nominal (TT corner, 25 • C) and worst (FF corner, 125 • C) cases, respectively (at 1.00 V). When the voltage is reduced to 0.90 V, a maximum power reduction of up to 32% can be obtained. To better present the trade-off between the power consumption and computation accuracy, the error probability (P e ) serves as the measurement metric to evaluate the accuracy loss, which means it is probable that the output of computation differs from the correct one. Figure 9 also shows the error probability versus supply voltage, starting from the nominal 1.10 V, which includes the full worst-case design margin. If this margin is removed in the nominal case (TT, 25 • C) using DVS, high-accuracy operations can still be retained. The point of first failure (PoFF) occurs at 1.06 V, where the paths from the LSB group start to fail, but the corresponding error rate is extremely low. Beyond 0.90 V, MSBs paths also begin to fail, which leads to a rapid decline in computation accuracy.
To implement a tentative comparison, the conventional DA-based design is up-sized to achieve the same hardware cost as the proposed one. Hence, more timing guardband is provided via gate sizing for the conventional design. The error rate comparison between the gate-sized conventional and proposed design with 0.9 V supply voltage using 1000 test samples can be seen in Figure 10 . The conventional gate-sized design would suffer from more than 50% accuracy loss some time while at least 75% computation accuracy can still remain using the proposed error-mitigation method. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel approach to distributed arithmetic (DA) is proposed to mitigate the effects of process, voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations. The bit-slice accumulation of DA is modified as MSB-first, it can alter the path delay distribution, where the MSB path has the shortest delay. Additionally, extra timing slack is provided for computations of the MSB group by a modified sign extension block and carefully gate-sizing, thereby providing extra guardband against the variation-induced timing violations. A case study of FIR implementation shows that this design outperforms the traditional gate-sized counterpart in terms of computation accuracy with the same hardware overhead (9%) while it can also achieve significant power savings up to 32% under different operating conditions when the worst case margin is included.
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